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PROGRESSIVE EDUCATION FORCE 

Primary 6 English 

Preposition (1) 

A. Fill in the blanks with the correct preposition. 

1. Julia helps her mother to take care ___________ her younger brother because her mother 

needs ___________ go shopping. 

2. We can meet ___________ the park ___________ 10:30 a.m. tomorrow. 

3. Travelling ___________ MTR from Sha Tin to Sheung Shui is faster than travelling 

___________ bus. 

4. “Excuse me, can I pay ___________ credit card please?” 

5. “Please order the All Breakfast Set A ___________ iced lemon tea ___________ me.  

Thank you!” 

6. You are required ___________ return your books ___________ library ___________ the 

end of next week. 

7. I am happy ___________ share ___________ you that I got full mark ___________ my 

listening test. 

8. “It’s time ___________ bed.  Please switch ___________ the lights.” 

9. Shirley would like ___________ know more ___________ the traffic accident happened 

last week. 

10. Chemicals should keep away ___________ children. 
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B. Identify the following words with correct preposition. 

prevent stay disappointed share discuss return 

borrow happy satisfied pleased remove decrease 

cooperate withdraw delete pair collaborate subtract 

associate uninstall separate different bored leave 

 

with from 

  

 

~End~ 
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PROGRESSIVE EDUCATION FORCE 

Primary 6 English 

Preposition (1) Answers 

A. Fill in the blanks with the correct preposition. 

1. Julia helps her mother to take care ___________ her younger brother because her mother 

needs ___________ go shopping. 

2. We can meet ___________ the park ___________ 10:30 a.m. tomorrow. 

3. Travelling ___________ MTR from Sha Tin to Sheung Shui is faster than travelling 

___________ bus. 

4. “Excuse me, can I pay ___________ credit card please?” 

5. “Please order the All Breakfast Set A ___________ iced lemon tea ___________ me.  

Thank you!” 

6. You are required ___________ return your books ___________ library ___________ the 

end of next week. 

7. I am happy ___________ share ___________ you that I got full mark ___________ my 

listening test. 

8. “It’s time ___________ bed.  Please switch ___________ the lights.” 

9. Shirley would like ___________ know more ___________ the traffic accident happened 

last week. 

10. Chemicals should keep away ___________ children. 

of 

to 

at at 

by 

by 

by 

with for 

to to by 

to with in 

to off 

to about 

from 
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B. Identify the following words with correct preposition. 

prevent stay disappointed share discuss return 

borrow happy satisfied pleased remove decrease 

cooperate withdraw delete pair collaborate subtract 

associate uninstall separate different bored leave 

 

with from 

stay prevent 

disappointed return 

share borrow 

discuss remove 

happy decrease 

satisfied withdraw 

pleased delete 

cooperate subtract 

pair uninstall 

collaborate separate 

associate different 

bored leave 

 

~End of Answers~ 
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